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Abstract: Wellbore leakage mostly occurs in structurally developed fractured formations. Analyzing
the real-time leakage rate during the drilling process plays an important role in identifying the
leakage mechanism and its rules on-site. Based on the principles of fluid mechanics and using
Herschel-Bulkley (H-B) drilling fluid, by reasonably simplifying the drilling fluid performance
parameters, fracture roughness characteristic parameters, pressure difference between the wellbore
and formation, and the radial extension length of drilling fluid, the radial leakage model is improved
to improve the calculation accuracy. Using the Euler format in numerical analysis to solve the model
and with the help of numerical analysis software, the radial leakage law of this flow pattern in the
fractures is obtained. The results show that the deformation coefficient of the fracture index, fracture
aperture, pressure difference, leakage rate, and cumulative leakage rate are positively correlated. The
larger the curvature of the fracture, the rougher the fracture, and the smaller the leakage rate and
cumulative leakage rate. The larger the consistency coefficient of the drilling fluid, the greater the
additional resistance between the fractures, and the smaller the leakage rate and cumulative leakage
rate. As the extending length of the fracture increases, the invasion of drilling fluid decreases, the
leakage rate slows down, and eventually reaches zero, with the maximum cumulative leakage rate.

Keywords: fractured formation; herschel-bulkley flow pattern; drilling fluid leakage; leakage rate;
cumulative leakage rate

1. Introduction

Currently, it is common to encounter drilling fluid leakage when drilling in formations
with intense geological structure development and widespread fractures. For fissured
formations [1–3], there is a tendency for fault-based fluid leakage to occur during drilling
processes with substantial fluid leakage [4–6]. Huang Fansheng has analyzed fluid leak-
age mechanisms in various types of formations, which has significant implications for
understanding the laws of fissurebased fluid leakage [7]. However, it is difficult to accu-
rately predict fluid leakage processes in the field. Since 1990, numerous scholars have
proposed various models for drilling fluid leakage. Tessa U et al. discussed the leakage of
drilling mud in fissured reservoirs by using the Ban and Newton models [8,9]. They later
researched mud leakage in natural fractures below the fracturing pressure. Ozdemirtas et al.
established a twodimensional plane model using the H-B model, taking into account the
influence of fissure roughness, aperture, and the structural division of the network [10,11].
Shahri et al. emphasized the importance of introducing realistic non-Newtonian fluid
rheology and established a two-dimensional radial drilling fluid leakage model using the
Heba model [12]. As the models continued to improve, scholars began to consider fissure
deformation. Li Daqi et al. established one-dimensional linear and two-dimensional planar
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fissure leakage models using non-Newtonian fluids [13–15]. Jia Lichun et al. utilized
the power-law model of drilling fluid to establish a two-dimensional fissure model while
considering the characteristics of fissure deformation, inclination, and roughness [16]. Song
Tao et al. considered one-dimensional radial flow of drilling fluid but did not take into
account the influence of fissure surface roughness [17]. Lavrovd et al. used Newtonian
fluids and introduced fractal dimension to establish a one-dimensional single-fissure model,
taking into account fissure deformation [18]. Shi Xianya used the H-B model of drilling
fluid to establish a two-dimensional fissure leakage model, considering the tortuosity of the
fissure to represent its roughness [19]. Zhai et al. established a one-dimensional induced
fissure leakage dynamic model, considering the influence of fissure aperture and dynamic
fissure width [20]. Therefore, it can be seen that fissure index deformation and roughness
have significant effects on the fissure model.

Regarding model establishment analysis using dimension models, three-dimensional
models are the most fitting, but simulation is limited, and research on this topic is currently
scarce. The next best fits are one-dimensional radial and two-dimensional planar models.
With the use of drilling fluid in the field, it has gradually shifted from Newtonian fluids to
non-Newtonian fluids (power-law fluids, H-B fluids, etc.). According to the survey, there
are few scholars who apply fissure roughness to one-dimensional models. This paper uses
tortuosity to represent fissure roughness, combines it with fissure deformation indices, and
establishes equations for fluid leakage velocity and fluid leakage volume to study the laws
of fluid leakage. Choosing H-B fluid drilling mud, equations are established for radial fluid
leakage. Combining fissure-related parameters, the influence of these on fluid leakage rate
and cumulative fluid leakage volume is analyzed.

2. Fissure Characterization

Based on the scanning electron microscopy image of the fissure surface in Figure 1, it
can be seen that the distribution of particles is uneven on the fissure surface [21]. In order
to better understand fissures with uneven surfaces, it is necessary to first understand the
geometric characteristics of the fissure surface. There have been significant advancements
in identifying fissures domestically and internationally, such as with CT scanning, elec-
tromagnetic borehole deviation surveys, nuclear magnetic resonance, etc. [10–13]. These
methods can identify fissure length, width, height, and particle structure within the fissure
through logging. Based on these data, Rongrong Hu et al. extracted the corresponding
microfracture model [22].

Figure 1. Comparison of the features on the fracture surface and non-fracture surface under scanning
electron microscope.

Fractures have a high relative permeability and porosity compared to the surrounding
rock formations, which makes them have a significant influence on fluid leakage rates.
BARS is a new-generation imaging tool that uses sound waves to produce high-resolution
images of acoustic discontinuities beyond the wellbore, thereby improving its ability to
identify effective fractures outside the wellbore and supplementing the limitations of
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log data in recognizing fracture features [23]. However, the characterization of fracture
morphology based on current measurements is significantly costlier and lacks accurate
correlation with fluid leakage rates, and there are many complex situations where all
fracture features cannot be recognized.

Mandelbrot (1982) extended Brownian motion to fractional Brownian motion [24],
linking it to fractal dimensions, and fractional Brownian motion has become one of the
foundations of fractional dimensions. This statistical process is called fBM and is one of the
most useful mathematical tools for random fractal dimensions in nature. For self-similar
fBM, the current main method is to describe fractures as fractals, evolving Mandelbrot’s
fBM into fractal theory by characterizing fracture roughness with fractal dimensions D
and Hurst index H. The Hurst index measures the degree of roughness of the fracture
surface [25], and H approaches 0 as the fracture becomes rougher. Rough fracture surfaces
can be generated using a random midpoint displacement method through numerical
simulation software [26], as shown in the Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. The roughness of the fracture under different fractal dimensions.

Many scholars have studied fluid dynamics in pipeline flow [27], combined with
existing fractal models of relative roughness, and the morphology of fractures, using
laminar flow of non-Newtonian fluids with low Reynolds numbers in cylindrical capillary
models [28]. The model is used to derive the relationship between the relative roughness
and the tortuosity in the cylindrical channel to characterize the roughness [29].

Figure 3a is a schematic diagram of the rough cylindrical capillary model. Figure 3b is
a schematic diagram of the rough cross-section profile and the rough element distribution
of the cylinder. Each bulge in the figure is a cross-sectional profile of the rough element.
The radius (capillary diameter) of the cylindrical channel model is R. Based on the above
model, the following can be calculated:

The relative roughness of the fracture is as follows:

ζr =
re

R
(1)

The effective radius of the rough element is as follows:

re = R− r (2)

The total volume of fractures is as follows:

Vs = πR2L0 (3)

The total volume of capillary inner surface roughness element is as follows:

Vr =
∫ L

0
π
(

R2 − r2
)

dr (4)
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The fracture tortuosity is as follows:

δ =
L
L0

(5)

Bring Equations (2)–(5) into Equation (1), as follows:

ζr = 1−

√
1−

2L3
0πδ3 + 12Vsδ

3RL0
(6)

where ζr is the relative roughness of fractures; re is the effective radius of the rough element,
mm; r is the effective radius of drilling fluid circulation, mm; R is the inner radius of the
fracture, mm; Vs is the total volume of the capillary, mm3; Vr is the total volume of the
roughness element on the inner surface of the tube, mm3; L0 is the fracture extension length,
m; L is the actual length in the fracture, m; δ is the tortuosity of fracture.

It can be seen from this formula that the relative roughness of fractures is related to the
tortuosity and volume of fractures. The model does not contain any empirical parameters,
and each parameter has a clear physical meaning.

Figure 3. Capillary (a) rough cylindrical capillary model, and (b) rough cylindrical cross-section
profile and rough element distribution.

Equation (6) is deformed to obtain the following:

Rδ
1
3 =

2LL0π

3[1− (1− ζr)2]
+

4Vs(
L
L0
)

1
3 L

L02[1− (1− ζr)2]
(7)

At present, some scholars have used the fractal method [13,14] to represent the fracture
roughness in the leakage model and have used the fracture tortuosity [15] to characterize
the fracture roughness—see Equation (8)—which can also express the influence of fracture
roughness on fracture mechanical opening, as follows:

w = whδ
1
3 (8)

where w is the mechanics opening of fracture, m; wh is the hydraulic aperture of fracture, m.
Since the opening of fracture mechanics is directly related to the total volume and

diameter in the fracture, Equation (7) can be reasonably simplified to Equation (8).
Compared with the linear deformation formula, the fracture index deformation for-

mula can better describe the dynamic change behavior of fracture width as follows:

wh = w0e
−β(δn−P)

3 (9)
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where w0 is the static width of fracture, m; β is the fracture width index deformation
coefficient, Pa−1; P is the seam pressure, Pa; P0 is the formation pore pressure, MPa.

3. Drilling Fluid Leakage Model

For fractured complex formations, the filtrate leakage of drilling fluid on the fracture
surface is much smaller than the leakage of drilling fluid inside the fracture when focusing
on the leakage inside the fracture. In order to better simulate the leakage of drilling fluid, a
radial leakage model for H-B drilling fluid was established. Various influencing factors,
such as drilling fluid consistency coefficient, drilling fluid dynamic shear force, fracture
width, fracture roughness (curvature, fracture index deformation coefficient), pressure
difference, and the radial extension length of drilling fluid, are studied to improve the
radial model.

Assumptions made for the model are as follows:

1 Filtrate leakage on the fracture surface is negligible;
2 The initial pressure of the fracture is the formation pressure;
3 The fracture extends infinitely in the radial direction;
4 The fluid flow inside the fracture is laminar flow;
5 The compressibility of drilling fluid is not considered;
6 The width of the fracture is much smaller than the height and length;
7 The drilling fluid leakage velocity in the height direction of the fracture is relatively

small compared to the leakage velocity in the length direction of the fracture.

3.1. Mathematical Model

As shown in Figure 4, it is assumed that the fracture extends infinitely into the
formation; the longitudinal leakage velocity (Z axis) of drilling fluid in the fracture is very
small compared with the transverse leakage velocity (r direction), which can be ignored.

Figure 4. Radial flow model of drilling fluid in the fracture of the wellbore.

At present, three models of drilling fluid rheology are described (Figure 5). Since
the initial dynamic shear force is one of the rheological properties of drilling fluid, the
drilling fluid will flow only when the external force reaches or exceeds this initial value.
The Bingham model is the initial value, which is generally much higher than the actual
drilling fluid limit dynamic shear force, while in the power-law model rheological curve
through the origin, the initial shear force is zero, so the two traditional models cannot better
reflect this characteristic. Considering that drilling fluids are non-Newtonian fluids [19],
the rheological model of drilling fluid is the H-B model.
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Figure 5. Fluids with different rheological modes.

3.2. Drilling Fluid Leakage Model

The drilling fluid is a viscous fluid, and the flow law conforms to the NS equation.

1 The constitutive equation of the H-B flow pattern is as follows:

τrz = τz + Kγn (10)

where n is the flow pattern index, dimensionless; K is the consistency coefficient, Pa · sn; γ
is the shear rate, s−1; τz is the dynamic shear, Pa; τrz is the shear stress, Pa.

2 The continuity equation along the radial direction of the wellhead around the wellbore
is as follows:

∂w
∂t
− 1

r
∂

∂r
(rwvr) = 0 (11)

where w is the fracture width, m; vr is the velocity in the fracture, m/s; t is the time, s.

3 The momentum conservation equation in the radial direction is as follows:

ρ
Dvr

Dt
= −∂p

∂r
−
(

1
r

∂(rτrr)

∂r
+

1
r

∂τθr
∂θ

+
∂τzr

∂z
− τθθ

r

)
+ ρ f (12)

where τij is the surface force component, Pa; ∂p
∂r is the pressure gradient, Pa/m; f is the

mass force acting on the unit volume fluid, N/kg.

4 The momentum equation can be substituted into the N-S equation to obtain the fol-
lowing:

−∂p
∂r

=
dτrz

dz
(13)

Combining the fluid constitutive equation and integrating, the average velocity is
obtained by omitting the high-order term after Taylor expansion, as follows:

v̄ =

(
n

2n + 1

)(w
2

) 1+n
n
(

1
k

) 1
n
[
−dp

dr
− 2n + 1

n + 1
2τz

w

] 1
n

(14)

Bring Equation (7) into the continuity equation to obtain the following:

∂(ρw0δ
1
3 e
−β(δn−P)

3 )
∂t = 1

r
∂
∂r (ρw0δ

1
3 e
−β(δn−P)

3 rv)

=
( n

2n+1
) 1

21+ 1
n K

1
n
×



∂
∂r

ρ(w0δ
1
3 e
−β(δn−P)

3 )2+ 1
n

(
− dp

dr −
2n+1
n+1

2τz

w0δ
1
3 e
−β(δn−P)

3

) 1
n
+

1
r

ρ(w0δ
1
3 e
−β(δn−P)

3 )2+ 1
n

(
− dp

dr −
2n+1
n+1

2τz

w0δ
1
3 e
−β(δn−P)

3

) 1
n



(15)

3.3. Model Solving

The model equation is a non-steady-state second-order equation with fraction order,
which is difficult to solve. Although the explicit method is easier to solve, it is necessary
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to consider the step ratio, and different step ratios will lead to different errors with the
increase in the number of calculation layers, which may also make the results diverge.
Therefore, the implicit difference method [30] is used to solve the problem, and the result is
absolutely convergent. The flow pattern index n = 1 is used for simplified calculation. For
this equation, the following equation is obtained by difference:

w0δ
1
3 e−

β
3 (δn−p) · β

3 ·
∂p
∂t =

1
3

1
22K


∂
∂r

[
(w0 · δ

1
3 · e

−β(δn−p)
3 )

3
· (− dp

dr −
3
2 ·

2·τz

w0δ
1
3 ·e
−β·(δn−p)

3

)

]
+

1
r

[
(w0 · δ

1
3 · e

−β(δn−p)
3 )

3
· (− dp

dr −
3
2 ·

2·τz

w0δ
1
3 ·e
−β·(δn−p)

3

)

]


(16)

Using the approximate method, the first item in the right bracket is expanded as follows:

w0
3 · δ1 · e−β(δn−p) · (−∂2 p

dr2 ),

The second expansion is:

−1
r

w0
3 · δ1 · e−β(δn−p) · ∂p

∂r
− 1

r
w0

3 · δ1 · e−β(δn−p) · 3 · τz

w0δ
1
3 · e

−β·(δn−p)
3

.

Therefore, the equation can be approximately written as follows:

∂p
∂t
− a(x, t)

∂2 p
∂x2 − b(x, t)

∂p
∂x

= f (x, t) (17)

Among them are the following:

a(x, t) = −
1
3

1
22K · w0

3 · δ1 · e−β(δn−p)

w0δ
1
3 e−

β
3 (δn−p) · β

3

(18)

b(x, t) = −
1
3

1
22K ·

1
r w0

3 · δ1 · e−β(δn−p)

w0δ
1
3 e−

β
3 (δn−p) · β

3

(19)

f (x, t) = −

1
3

1
22K ·

1
r w0

3 · δ1 · e−β(δn−p) · 3·τz

w0δ
1
3 ·e
−β·(δn−p)

3

w0δ
1
3 e−

β
3 (δn−p) · β

3

(20)

The backward Euler scheme with absolute stability (the calculation result must be
convergent and credible, not limited by space step and time step) is used to calculate
the following:

Dtu
k
i − a(xi, tk)δ

2
xuk

i −
1
2

b(xi, tk)(Dxuk
i + Dxuk

i )− c(xi, tk)uk
i = f (xi, tk) (21)

The equation is expanded as follows:

1
τ (u

k
i − uk−1

i )− a(xi, tk) · 1
h2 (uk

i−1 − 2uk
i + uk

i+1)

− 1
2h b(xi, tk)(uk

i+1 − uk
i−1) = f (xi, tk)

(22)

Multiply both sides of the above equation by τ to obtain the following:

(1 + 2aτ/h2)uk
i − (aτ/h2 + τ

2h b)uk
i+1−

(aτ/h2 − τ
2h b)uk

i−1 = τ f (xi, tk) + uk−1
i

(23)
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This difference equation is a tridiagonal equation, written in the form of a matrix
as follows:



1 + 2ar −
(

ar +
τ

2h
b
)

......

−
(

ar− τ

2h
b
)

1 + 2ar −
(

ar +
τ

2h
b
)

....

..............................

..............................

−
(

ar− τ

2h
b
)

1 + 2ar −
(

ar +
τ

2h
b
)

−
(

ar− τ

2h
b
)

1 + 2ar





uk
1

uk
2

.

.

.

uk
m−2

uk
m−1



=



τ f (x1, tk) + uk−1
1 + ruk

0

τ f (x2, tk) + uk−1
2

.

.

.

τ f (xm−2, tk) + uk−1
m−1

τ f (xm−1, tk) + uk−1
m−1 + ruk

m



. (24)

3.4. Model Boundary Conditions

The simulation uses the following boundary conditions:{
P = P0 r = rw, t = 0
∂P
∂r = 0 r = rL, t = tL

(25)

where P0 is the wellbore pressure, MPa; rw is the borehole radius, m; rL is the radius of the
fracture extending to the fracture tip, m; tL is the time when the fracture extends to the
fracture tip, s.

4. Drilling Fluid Leakage Pattern

Table 1 shows the initial data for analyzing the factors of each parameter in the
mathematical model for the fracture-based leakage of H-B drilling fluids.

Table 1. Basic parameters of numerical simulation of leakage model.

Parameter Values Parameter Values

Formation pressure p0/MPa 20 Curvature of the fracture δ 1.5
Wellbore pressure pw/MPa 30 Initial fracture width w0/mm 1

Normal stress δn/MPa 20 Length of the fracture r in the upward direction r/m 100
Coefficient of index deformation β 8.6 × 10−8 Time step size4t/s 0.01

Flow pattern index n 1 Simulation time t/s 20
Shear force τz/Pa 10 Step size in the direction of r4r/m 5

Viscosity coefficient K/(Pa · sn) 0.2 Acceleration due to gravity g/m·s−2 9.8

4.1. Consistency Coefficient of Drilling Fluid

By controlling the influence of other parameters, the consistency coefficient of drilling
fluid is taken as 0.2 Pa · sn, 0.4 Pa · sn, 0.6 Pa · sn, and 0.8 Pa · sn, and the leakage law of
drilling fluid under the consistency coefficient of drilling fluid at different times is simulated
by numerical analysis; the results are shown in Figure 6:
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Figure 6. Effect of drilling fluid viscosity coefficient on leakage.

As shown in Figure 6, it can be observed that the consistency coefficient of the drilling
fluid gradually decreases with increasing time. The higher the consistency coefficient,
the lower the rate and cumulative amount of fluid leakage. When time changes within a
certain range, the trend of the fluid leakage rate curve becomes slower, and the slope of the
cumulative fluid leakage curve also changes slowly, resulting in the maximum cumulative
fluid leakage. The viscosity coefficient of the drilling fluid affects its flowability in the
fracture, and the greater the additional friction, the smaller the fluid leakage rate and the
amount of fluid leakage.

4.2. Dynamic Shear Force of Drilling Fluid

Simulate the leak characteristic curves (Figure 7) of dynamic shear force at 10 Pa, 15 Pa,
20 Pa, and 25 Pa, respectively, while controlling the influence of other parameters.

As shown in Figure 7a,b, the larger the dynamic shear force, the smaller the fluid
leakage rate, and the lower the cumulative fluid leakage. This indicates that the presence
of dynamic shear force to some extent affects the fluid leakage rate in the fracture, and
adjusting this factor can effectively reduce the cumulative fluid leakage. However, the
effect of dynamic shear force on fluid flow is much smaller than that of pressure gradient
in the wellbore at the given depth level. Therefore, in the figure, there is no significant
difference in the fluid leakage rates among several different dynamic shear forces, which
also have little impact on the cumulative fluid leakage.
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Figure 7. Effect of drilling fluid dynamic shear force on leakage.

4.3. Initial Aperture of Fracture

Simulate the leak characteristic curves while controlling the influence of other parame-
ters, with initial fracture widths of 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm, and 3.0 mm, respectively; the
results are shown in Figure 8.

Based on the classification of the solid phase of the drilling fluid, the solid phase of
the drilling fluid is at the micro level and can effectively pass through the assumed width
of the fracture. As shown in Figure 8, the larger the initial fracture width, the faster the
instantaneous fluid leakage rate, and the larger the cumulative fluid leakage. At the initial
stage of fluid leakage, the fluid leakage rate reaches a peak value, but with the increase in
fluid leakage time, the fluid leakage rate begins to flatten. This is because the infiltration
rate of the drilling fluid in the fracture is much larger than that of the formation. However,
due to the particle size, there are microfractures in the fracture that can be blocked by solid
phase particles, which restricts the flow channel of the fracture.

From Equation (8), it can be seen that in the case of constant pressure conditions in the
fracture, the larger the initial fracture opening, the larger the fracture opening that provides
a good fluid leakage channel for the drilling fluid and exacerbates the fluid leakage.
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Figure 8. Effect of initial fracture opening on leakage.

4.4. Fracture Index Deformation Coefficient

Simulate the leak characteristic curves while controlling the influence of other parame-
ters, with fracture index deformation coefficients of 8.6 × 10−8, 1.29 × 10−7, 1.72 × 10−7,
and 2.58 × 10−7, respectively; the results are shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, as the deformation coefficient of the fracture index increases,
the fluid leakage rate and the cumulative fluid leakage amount within the fracture increase,
and the ultimate fluid leakage rate value is also larger than that of other parameter values.
With the gradual decrease in the deformation coefficient, the fluid leakage rate curve is
similar to the cumulative fluid leakage curve. The smaller the deformation coefficient of
the fracture index, the smaller the change in the fracture width with the change in the fluid
pressure in the fracture, and the less likely the fracture is to deform. However, with the
increase in the deformation coefficient, the increase in fluid pressure inside the fracture can
be moderated by the deformation index. Therefore, the larger the deformation coefficient,
the easier the fracture shape changes, and the greater the change in the width.
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Figure 9. Effect of fracture index deformation coefficient on leakage.

4.5. Fracture Tortuosity

Simulate the leak characteristic curves while controlling the influence of other parame-
ters, with fracture tortuosities of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0, respectively; the results are shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows that the smaller the curvature of the fracture, the larger the fluid
leakage rate and the cumulative fluid leakage amount. With the prolongation of time,
the fluid leakage rate of the drilling fluid gradually tends to be stable within the fracture.
Under the condition that the curvature of the fracture is two times different, there is no
significant difference in the characteristic curve of fluid leakage, indicating that the degree
of influence of the fracture curvature on fluid leakage is small. Since the curvature refers
to the ratio of the total length of the fracture to the horizontal length of the fracture, the
smaller the curvature value, the smoother the fracture, the lower the flow resistance of the
fluid, and the larger the fluid leakage rate. Although the impact of the fracture curvature
on the fluid leakage rate is small, due to the special nature of the fracture, it cannot be
completely ignored.
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Figure 10. Effect of fracture tortuosity on leakage.

4.6. Pressure Differential

Maintain initial fracture pressure at 20 MPa and simulate the leak characteristic curves
while controlling the influence of other parameters, with wellbore fluid column pressures
of 30 MPa, 35 MPa, 40 MPa, and 45 MPa, respectively; the results are shown in Figure 11.

As shown in Figure 11, when the bottom hole pressure difference changes from
10 MPa to 25 MPa, the fluid leakage rate of the drilling fluid increases significantly, and the
cumulative fluid leakage amount also increases, showing a trend of multiplicative growth.
At the initial moment of fluid leakage, the fluid leakage rate of the drilling fluid reaches the
peak value, and there is a significant difference between the final stable state. The main
reason for the fluid leakage of the drilling fluid is due to the pressure difference between
the static column pressure and the formation pressure. The larger the bottom hole pressure
difference, the more serious the fluid leakage situation and the greater the risk. With the
increase in the pressure difference and under the hydraulic effect, the length and width of
the fracture will increase, the fluid flow channel of the drilling fluid will be larger, and the
fluid leakage will be more serious.
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Figure 11. Effect of pressure difference on leakage.

4.7. Radial Extension Length

With other parameters set constant, simulate the leak feature curves while controlling
the radial extension length, the depth of invasion of the drilling fluid, at 0 m, 5 m, 10 m,
and 15 m, respectively; the results are shown in Figure 12.

As shown in Figure 12, as the depth of drilling fluid intrusion increases, the rate of
drilling fluid leakage gradually decreases, and the trend of cumulative leakage gradually
slows down. On the wall at the point where the leakage is 0 m, the characteristics of
drill−ing fluid leakage are obvious. At the beginning of the leakage time, there is a
significant downward trend in leakage, and, as the time increases, the radial extension
length in−creases, the leakage rate and peak become smaller, and the cumulative leakage
amount progresses slowly. This is because the surface of the fracture is rough, causing
additional resistance to the fluid flow and resulting in the leakage of drilling fluid. When
the radial extension length reaches a certain point, the fracture tip pressure tends to be
the formation pressure, the bottom hole pressure difference becomes 0, and the leakage
stops. Figure 12b can better characterize the relationship between the extension length and
the cumulative leakage amount. At the beginning of the leakage, the leakage has not yet
extended to the point of 15 m, and the cumulative leakage amount is 0 at this time. With the
leakage inside the fracture, the cumulative leakage amount begins to change but changes
slowly. Due to the high pressure at the tip of the fracture, when the fluid reaches the tip, it
cannot support a large pressure, causing the formation to be compacted, and no pressure
difference exists. At this time, the pressure at the tip is the formation pressure.
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Figure 12. Effect of radial extension length on leakage.

5. Discussion

From Figures 6–12, it can be seen that the most significant factors affecting the fracture
are the pressure difference and fracture width (Figures 8 and 11) when the initial leakage
rate and the final cumulative leakage are both high. In the petroleum industry, not only is
drilling fluid leakage a problem, but so too is fracturing fluid leakage. Although drilling
fluid leakage causes a relatively small decrease in pressure, fracturing fluid causes a
significant pressure drop. Fracturing fluid itself accumulates at high pressure to generate
fractures in the formation, which is different from drilling fluid, but they both belong to
the fluids group. The pressure leakage caused by a leakage may completely block the
formation, resulting in no fracture creation and closure of the original oil flow channel in
the formation. At this point, an efficient solution for oil recovery becomes a problem. To
reduce such leakages, studying drilling fluid leakage can provide valuable references for
fracturing fluid leakage, as their viscosity is the most significant difference between them.

In the future, research can focus on simplifying different flow index models to provide
better solutions to fluid leakage problems in the petroleum industry.

6. Conclusions

This article selects the high-precision computational H-B flow type drilling fluid and
establishes a non-steady-state radial leakage model, analyzing the influence of various
parameters on leakage characteristics. The following conclusions are obtained:

(1) For radial leakage models in geological formations with fractures, we find that
roughness has an important impact on the fracture leakage model.
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(2) Consistency coefficient, tortuosity, and dynamic shear force of the drilling fluid is
negatively correlated with the leakage rate and cumulative leakage; the fracture index de-
formation coefficient, pressure difference and initial fracture width are positively correlated
with the leakage rate and cumulative leakage. Controlling the degree of leakage mainly
involves controlling the pressure difference and fracture opening parameters.

(3) As time increases, the depth of drilling fluid invasion increases, and the stress
on the fracture gradually increases, causing the leakage rate to gradually decrease and
eventually become zero; the change in cumulative leakage quantity weakens and eventually
becomes constant.
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